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study program 
Bachelor in Finance, 
Banking and Insurance

There are so many interesting courses in the 
program that it was really hard to decide which 
one to choose. The program offered unique 
opportunities to develop expertise in all key 
areas of banking by creating both challenging 
and supporting environment. Teaching and 
staff members used the latest technology and 
methods to teach content applicable in real 
life. There are many places to get a graduate 
banking degree, but only SumDU gives not 
only of high professional value but also a life-
changing experience

Vladyslav Hrebin
graduate of 2018

Program learning outcomes:

Official title:
072 Banking

Number of credits:
240 ECTS credits

Required background: 
full secondary education

Duration of education: 
4 years

Language of instruction:
Ukrainian, English 

• to apply fundamental concepts, principles and in-depth theoretical and practical knowledge 
relevant to the area of banking and finance, including but not limited to: the architecture of the 
Ukrainian and international financial and banking systems across a range of subject areas, banking 
crises and the role of banks in the economy; financial categories, regulations, procedures and key 
legal issues affecting the banking sector; nature and trends of monetary systems development 
in Ukraine and internationally; peculiarities of banking and other non-banking financial and credit 
institutions functioning; methods of managing the bank’s financial assets, cash flows, investment 
activities, approaches, strategies, tools, and techniques of effective management financial and 
bank risks;
• to apply acquired specialized professional cognitive and technical skills and knowledge that 
enable to independently:
analyze authentic challenges in banking at macro and micro contexts;
evaluate the level of risk accumulated by the bank as a result of operations, taking into account 
changes in the current legislative framework;
critically evaluate and summarize information from lots of different sources, identify and analyze the 
market and internal signals in banking activities, ongoing changes in the banking services market to 
assists developing well-grounded ways to improve banks activities;
• to analyze the underpinnings of complex banking phenomena and undertake empirical studies 
to adopt action-oriented recommendations drawing on relevant analytical tools, computer 
technologies, and quantitative or qualitative methods.

Internship:
6 weeks of compulsory internship provides 
students with the opportunity to test the 
banking industry and make connections 
while gaining valuable work experience and 
applying classroom theory in real banks.

Academic mobility:
There is an opportunity to study according 
to the mobility semester program based on 
a bilateral agreement between Sumy State 
University and the Banking Institute «High 
School» (Czech Republic)

UKR – http://banking.uabs.sumdu.edu.
ua/images/department/banking/discip/
osvitni_progr_fbss/Banking 
bachelor2018_ukrainian.pdf

ENG –  http://banking.uabs.sumdu.
edu.ua/images/department/banking/
discip/osvitni_progr_fbss/Banking_
bachelor2018_english.pdf


